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Safety Cable 
Installation Instructions SC-025 
______________________________________________________ 
 
These safety cable secures speakers to wall and ceiling structures as a safety back up for wall and ceiling mounting 
brackets.  
 
SC-012  12” Safety cable with angled washer 
SC-016  16” Safety cable with angled washer 
SC-025/B 25” Safety cable with angled washer 
SC-040  40” Safety cable with angled washer 
 
Warning:  
Mounting and/or rigging loudspeakers requires experienced professionals. 
Improperly installed loudspeakers can result in property damage, personal injury, 
death and/or liability to the installing contractor. 
 
For a trouble free installation, please read and follow these instructions 

carefully before you begin.  
 
Step 1. Attaching to the Speaker:      
Locate a threaded mounting point of the speaker that is not used for mounting. 
Permanently attach the angled washer at the end of the cable to the speaker’s 
mounting point using a suitable bolt or screw and washer. Be sure to use a washer 
that is wider than the hole of the angled washer. Tighten bolt or screw permanently 
(Figure 1).  
 
If there is no other mounting points on the speaker, use the mounting points used 
by the mounting bracket. Be sure to secure the speaker first before attempting to 
remove the bolt or screw of the bracket. Slowly remove the bolt or screw from the 
bracket then insert the bolt or screw through the bolt’s washer and through the 
hole of the angled washer of the safety cable. Replace the bolt or screw with the 

safety cable through the bracket and speaker. Tighten bolt or screw permanently 
(Figure 2).  
 
Step 2. Attaching to wall or ceiling structure: 
Secure the other end of the safety cable to a wall stud or a ceiling beam using 
suitable mounting hardware. Be sure to use a washer that is wider than the hole of 
the angled washer. Be sure to provide enough length of the safety cable for the 
speaker to tilt into position (Figure 3).  

 
The wall or ceiling structure, where the cable is attached, 
must be capable of supporting at least ten times the  
weight of the speaker.   

  
 
 

 

 

Figure 3 

Wall stud 


